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The heat of formation of chlorine-isocyanate and the relative stability
of isoelectronic molecules: An experimental and theoretical study
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Accurate thermochemical data of small molecules are invaluable to the progress of every aspect of
chemistry, especially in the atmosphere, combustion and industry. In this work, photofragmentation
translational spectroscopy and 1st principles electronic structure theory reveal the literature value of
the heat of formation of chlorine-isocyanate to be in error by more than 40 kcal/mol. We report a
revised experimental value for D0�Cl–NCO�=51±3 kcal/mol which leads to a �Hf �ClNCO�
=8.5±3 kcal/mol. High level ab initio �CCSD�T�� electronic structure calculations extrapolated to
the complete basis set limit give D0�Cl–NCO�=56.3 kcal/mol, in good agreement with experiment.
In light of the present results, the destabilization of azides relative to isoelectronic isocyanates has
been evaluated empirically for three pairs of related molecules. It is found to be 90–110 kcal/mol,
and has been attributed mainly to the weakening of the N–NN bond relative to the N–CO bond.
Electronic structure calculations employing decomposition analysis suggest that, compared to
homopolar N2, the +�CO−� � polarity provides better orbital interaction �charge transfer� and
electrostatic attraction and results in a closer encounter and larger stabilization between the
fragments and that this is the origin of isoelectronic destabilization of azides relative to the
isocyanates. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2210934�
In light of recent experimental1–3 and theoretical4 work
concerning the possibility of producing cyclic-N3 from
X–N3 photolysis, we undertook a study of the collision free
photochemistry of the isoelectronic ClNCO molecule to ex-
plore conditions where the theoretically-predicted cyclic-
NCO species might be found.5–7 The strategy of the study
was to measure high resolution translational energy release
distributions of products of ultraviolet �UV� photolysis of the
N–Cl bond fission reaction �1�:

ClNCO + h� → Cl + NCO. �1�
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Through knowledge of accurate thermochemistry, the
measurement of the translational energy release can be used
to derive the internal energy content of the NCO. Formation
of the cyclic isomer of NCO would appear as a second lower
energy peak in the translational energy release distribution,
with an excitation energy corresponding to the cyclization
energy of NCO.

A full exposition of the experimental methods used in
this work will appear in a future article. For now we mention
only that the methods used were nearly identical to those
reportedly recently for experiments on ClN3.3 Here a mo-
lecular beam of ClNCO seeded in He was formed in a reac-
tor using Cl2 and AgNCO.8 Photolysis was carried out at
193 nm using an ArF laser. The photo-ionizing radiation

from the synchrotron was at a photon-energy of
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14.8±0.2 eV, well above the ionization threshold of Cl and
NCO, but still below the dissociative ionization limits of
ClNCO, NCO, NCl, or CO. Figure 1 shows neutral time-of-
flight �TOF� data obtained with the photofragmentation
translational spectroscopy apparatus at the NSRRC in Hsin-
chu, Taiwan, for one angle of recoil and two values of m /z
=35 �Cl+� and 42 �NCO+�. We also observed extremely weak
m /z=49 �NCl+� and m /z=28 �CO+� signals �which suggests
that ClNCO→NCl+CO is a minor channel� and negligible
m /z=14 �N+� signal. The neutral TOF from the position
where ArF laser photolysis is accomplished to the position
where vacuum ultraviolet �VUV� photoionization of photo-
products occurs �10.05 cm away� is the x-axis of Fig. 1. The
open circles in Fig. 1 are the TOF data-ion counts recorded
by a Daly-style ion detector at a specific m /z-value passed
by a quadrupole mass filter. The ion counts have been nor-
malized to number of laser shots, laser power, and ClNCO
concentration in the molecular beam, as monitored by a re-
sidual gas analyzer in the molecular-beam source region. The
solid line is the �forward convolution� simulated TOF spec-
trum obtained using the center-of-mass frame translational
energy distribution, P�ET� of reaction �1�, shown in Fig. 2.
The good fit to both TOFs by the same P�ET� indicates that
Cl and NCO are “momentum-matched” and derive from the
same dissociation process of ClNCO. It is noteworthy that
the P�ET� predicts the m /z=42 TOF of Fig. 1 well even at
large values of the TOF where NCO is formed with the low
ET and hence high internal energy. This characteristic of the
observations indicates that NCO does not dissociate before
reaching the ionization region of the apparatus some 100 �s
after photolysis.

In carrying out the analysis of these experiments, we
found that the use of literature thermochemistry for interpre-
tation of P�ET� of reaction �1� led to puzzling results. Spe-
cifically an apparent tendency to produce highly internally
excited NCO with a concomitant lack of translational energy
release and, more troubling, no evidence of NCO unimolecu-

lar decomposition when the molecule was apparently formed
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above its spin-allowed dissociation limit. The dashed
downward-pointing arrows in Fig. 2 show the apparent
maximum, �T

max, and minimum, �T
min, translational energy re-

lease predicted from published thermochemistry. Observed
reaction at a translational energy equal to �T

max would corre-
spond to formation of Cl+NCO with no internal energy in
either product. Translational energy less than �T

min would pro-

FIG. 1. Representative time-of-flight �TOF� spectra of
the major products of the primary collision-free photo-
dissociation of chlorine-isocyanate, ClNCO→Cl
+NCO, at 193 nm. The upper and lower traces show
the results for detection of Cl+ and NCO+, which result
from synchrotron non-dissociative �h�=14.8 eV�
photoionization of Cl and NCO, respectively. The prod-
ucts are detected at a laboratory-frame recoil angle of
30° with respect to the ClNCO molecular beam. The
open circles represent the data and the solid lines are
the forward convolution simulation of the Cl+NCO
forming channel using the center-of-mass frame trans-
lational energy distribution, P�ET�, shown in Fig. 2.
These TOF spectra were taken sequentially to ensure
nearly identical experimental conditions. The excellent
fit to the data of both Cl and NCO with a single P�ET�
shows that the two photo-fragments are “momentum-
matched,” unambiguously proving they result from re-
action �1� and that NCO does not undergo unimolecular
dissociation on the 100 �s time-scale of the
experiment.

FIG. 2. Center-of-mass translational energy release distribution, P�ET�, for
the dominant photodissociation channel of chlorine-isocyanate, ClNCO
→Cl+NCO, at 193 nm. The observed maximum translational energy re-
lease, ET

max=97±3 kcal/mol, yields an upper limit to the bond energy of
D0�Cl–NCO�=51±3 kcal/mol. From known heats of formation for Cl �Ref.
9� and NCO �Ref. 10� �Hf�ClNCO� is found to be 8.5±3 kcal/mol. These
results are in good agreement with the ab-initio electronic structure calcula-
tions presented in Table I. The only previously available value,
�Hf�ClNCO��52.9 kcal/mol �Ref. 8�, implies a �T

max�141 kcal/mol, and
would mean that at translational energies below 27 kcal/mol, NCO is
formed with sufficient internal energy for spin-allowed dissociation to
N�2D�+CO �Ref. 6�. A doublet/quartet curve crossing has recently been
identified �Ref. 7� that, again using the previous thermochemistry �Ref. 8�,
implies spin forbidden unimolecular dissociation of NCO at translational
energies below 54 kcal/mol. No evidence of NCO dissociation is observed

in this work.
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duce NCO with enough internal energy to dissociate over the
barrier to spin-allowed products, N�2D�+CO. The value of
�T

min which would access a theoretically predicted seam
crossing to spin-forbidden dissociation is also shown.

In light of these puzzling implications, a review of the
literature thermochemistry was undertaken. The presently
recommended literature values of the relevant heats
of formation are: for ClNCO ��Hf �52.9 kcal/mol�,8

for Cl ��Hf =28.992 kcal/mol�9 and for NCO ��Hf

=30.5 kcal/mol�.10 These values suggest a dissociation en-
ergy, D0�Cl–NCO� of less than 6 kcal/mol. Such a low bond
energy is suspect on its face. Consider that ClN3 exhibits a
dissociation energy of D0�Cl–N3�=49 kcal/mol1 and that in
a chemically similar pair, D0�H–NCO� is about 15% larger
than D0�H–N3�. Thus one might reasonably postulate a
value of D0�Cl–NCO� closer to 55 kcal/mol which is 12%
larger than D0�Cl–N3�. It is also clear that any error in the
thermochemistry must involve the ClNCO heat of formation
as the heats of formation of NCO and Cl appear secure,
having been reproduced by multiple high-level experiments
and confirmed by accurate electronic structure calculations.

In light of these internal inconsistencies, we are led to
revise the literature value of �Hf�ClNCO� by a simple analy-
sis of the P�ET� of Fig. 2. Here, we assume that the maxi-
mum observed release of translational energy, �T

max, corre-
sponds to formation of Cl and NCO with no internal energy.
This assumption yields an upper bound to the value
of D0�Cl–NCO�=51±3 kcal/mol and �Hf�ClNCO�
=8±3 kcal/mol.

The large disagreement with previous work, led us to
seek confirmation by independent means. Thus, ab initio
electronic structure theory was used to independently derive
D0�Cl–NCO�. Table I shows the results of these calculations,
carried out using conventional coupled cluster CCSD�T�11

�coupled cluster singles and doubles with perturbative
triples� treatment of electronic correlation and the �aug�-cc-
pVxZ families of basis sets12 with increasing levels of so-
phistication �x=3�T�, 4�Q�, and 5�. The geometries of
ClNCO and NCO were optimized at CCSD�T�/cc-pVTZ
level of theory. Values at higher basis sets were obtained as a
single-point calculation on the optimized cc-pVTZ geometry.
The D0�Cl–NCO� energies were corrected for basis set su-
perposition error �BSSE�13 and zero-point vibrational energy

TABLE I. Results of electronic structure theory. CCSD�T� calculations of
Cl–NCO bond energies using different basis sets with increasing level of
sophistication. Data are corrected for basis set superposition error �BSSE�
and zero-point vibrational energy �ZPE�. The complete basis set limit �CBS�
is calculated after focal point analysis of the cc-pVxZ data �see text�. All
energies are in kcal/mol.

Basis set D0�Cl–NCO�uncorr BSSE ZPE D0�Cl–NCO�

cc-pVTZ 52.64 −2.20 −1.83 48.61
aug-cc-pVTZ 54.26 −2.17 −1.82 50.27
cc-pVQZ 55.59 −0.89 −1.85 52.84
cc-pV5Z 57.11 −0.44 −1.85a 54.82
CBS limit 58.16 0 −1.85a 56.31

aThe cc-pVQZ value is used.
�ZPE�. As could be expected, BSSE decreases with increas-
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ing basis set quality and becomes less than 0.8% for the
highest quality basis sets used. All above calculations were
performed using GAUSSIAN 03 program package.14

To evaluate the complete basis set limit �CBS� we per-
formed focal point analysis15 of the cc-pVxZ data. The
Hartree-Fock energies were extrapolated using x=3, 4, and 5
and the exponential form of Feller et al.16 The correlation
energies were extrapolated using x=4 and 5 and the inte-
grated Schwartz expression.17 The results are shown in the
last row of Table I. As can be seen, the 1st principles elec-
tronic structure theory suggests a Do�Cl–NCO� value of
56.3 kcal/mol, in good agreement with the new experimental
results of 51±3 kcal/mol.

The revised heat of formation and atomization energy
allow comparison between six related molecules, revealing
the magnitude of destabilization of azide with respect to the
isoelectronic isocyanates, as shown in Fig. 3. At first we will
examine hydrides in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�. The atomization
energy of HN3 to the ground state atoms: H�2S�+3N�4S� is
smaller by 109 kcal/mol than the atomization energy of
HNCO to the ground state atoms: H�2S�+N�4S�+C�3P�
+O�3P�. One might be tempted to consider this difference
the fundamental azide versus isocyanate destabilization en-
ergy. However, since the CO bond energy �257 kcal/mol� is
31 kcal/mol larger than the N2 bond energy �226 kcal/mol�,
the difference in dissociation energy between HN3→HN
+N2 �50 kcal/mol� and that of HNCO→HN+CO
�128 kcal/mol� is a better measure of this so-called “azide
destabilization.” An alternative analysis through HNXY
→H+NXY→H+N+XY �where XY is N2 or CO� route
shows that H–NNN bond is 22 kcal/mol weaker than the
H–NCO bond, and the N–NN bond is 56 kcal/mol weaker
than the N–CO bond. One clearly sees that the azide desta-
bilization mainly originates from the weakness of the N–NN
bond relative to the N–CO bond.

The situation is similar for the chloride, ClN3 versus
ClNCO, as shown in Figs. 3�c� and 3�d�. The dissociation
energy of ClN3→ClN+N2 �7 kcal/mol� is 58 kcal/mol
smaller than that of ClNCO→ClN+CO �65 kcal/mol�. The
weakness of the ClN–NN bond relative to the ClN–CO
bond, “the azide destabilization,” is recognized here as well.
An alternative analysis through ClNXY→Cl+NXY→Cl
+N+XY �where XY is N2 or CO� route shows that Cl–NNN
bond is only 2 kcal/mol weaker than the Cl–NCO bond and
most of the azide destabilization is due to the fact that the
N–NN bond is 56 kcal/mol weaker than the N–CO bond, as
discussed above.

To understand the origin of the “azide destabilization,”
the 78 kcal/mol difference in dissociation energy between
HN–N2 �50 kcal/mol� and HN–CO �128 kcal/mol� and the
58 kcal/mol difference between ClN–N2 �7 kcal/mol� and
ClN–CO �65 kcal/mol�, we performed energy decomposi-
tion analysis18 at the RHF/cc-pVTZ level using the GAMESS

program package.19 In this analysis the bonding stabilization
energy �negative of the bond energy� is divided into three
terms: electrostatic interaction, ES, exchange repulsion, EX,
and orbital interaction, ORB. For detailed definition of these
terms, the readers are referred to the original paper.18 The

electrostatic interaction, ES, represents the purely classical
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interaction between the charge distributions obtained from
the wavefunctions of the individual fragments, HN and XY.
The exchange repulsion, EX, is the repulsion energy origi-

FIG. 3. Experimental energetics �in kcal/mol� of formation of HNXY �XY=C
c� ClN and XY and d� Cl and NXY.
nating from the requirement that the total wave function

Downloaded 10 May 2010 to 134.76.223.56. Redistribution subject to
made of the wave functions of individual fragments has to
satisfy the Pauli principle. The orbital interaction, ORB, is
everything else and due to the overall reorganization of or-

2� from a� HN and XY and b� H and NXY; and ClNXY �XY=CO, N2� from
O, N
bitals including charge transfer and polarization.
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The results of the energy decomposition analysis point
out that the bonding between HN and CO at the HNCO
equilibrium geometry has 261 kcal/mol larger exchange re-
pulsion, 116 kcal/mol more attractive electrostatic interac-
tion and 223 kcal/mol more attractive orbital terms than the
bonding between HN and N2 at the HN3 equilibrium geom-
etry. The larger values of all the attractive as well as repul-
sive components for HN–CO indicate that this interaction is
“stronger” than the HN–NN interaction. This is reflected in
the shorter N–CO distance in HNCO than the N–NN dis-
tance in HN3. One recognizes that �ORB is more dominant
than �ES in HN–CO versus HN–NN difference. The �
electrons in CO are polarized as +�C–O−� and create a situ-
ation where it is more favorable to make a dative bond by
charge transfer from the filled sp lone pair orbital of HN�1��
to the in-plane � orbital of CO in the bent H-N-CO configu-
ration, while N2 is homopolar and is less likely to form such
a dative bond; this must be reflected in the more negative
�attractive� ORB term for HN–CO compared to HN–NN,
hence in a large negative �ORB. With more attractive orbital
interaction, the HN–CO distance will be smaller with a
larger bond energy and all larger energy components than its
HN–NN counterparts.

The analysis shows a similar picture for the 58 kcal/mol
difference between ClN–N2 �7 kcal/mol� and ClN–CO
�65 kcal/mol�. The bonding between ClN and CO at the
ClNCO equilibrium geometry has 131 kcal/mol larger ex-
change repulsion, 58 kcal/mol more attractive electrostatic
interaction and 137 kcal/mol more attractive orbital terms
than the bonding between ClN and N2 at the ClN3 equilib-
rium geometry. Again, the interaction is “stronger” in
ClN–CO than in ClN–NN.

Finally, we comment on a possible problem with the
previous derivation of �Hf�ClNCO�. That work relied on an
argument that 248-nm photolysis of ClNCO produced large
amounts of N�2D�. The N�2D� was detected indirectly by
observation of fluorescence emission resulting from the
reactions:

N�2D� + ClNCO → NCl + NCO�A 2�� and

N�2D� + N2O → N2 + NO�B 2	� .

By assuming that the N�2D� came from single-photon
absorption of ClNCO, a lower limit to �Hf�ClNCO� could
be extracted. Our results from the NSRRC show no evidence
of one photon photochemistry leading to N�2D� even at the
much higher available energy provided by a 193-nm photon.
We presume that the previous work,8 carried out at 50–
100 mJ/cm2 may have been influenced by multiphoton pho-
tochemistry.

Based on the thermochemistry derived in this work, we
can assign the faster component of the P�ET� in Fig. 2 to
production of Cl+NCO�X�. The assignment of the slower,
high internal energy, component is still an unsolved problem.
Several NCO electronic states, including cyclic-NCO, have
energetics that can explain this peak. Therefore, the results of
this work cannot definitely prove or disprove the possibility
Downloaded 10 May 2010 to 134.76.223.56. Redistribution subject to
of cyclic-NCO formation in ClNCO photolysis at 193 nm.
Further experimental and theoretical work will be needed to
clarify this point.
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